Signature Features

**Removable/Reusable Battery**
- Conveniently remove battery for flexible charging.\(^1\)

**Advanced Cleaning Performance (150 Air Watts)**
- Cleans hardwood, tile and carpeting.

**Lightweight Design**
- Vacuum stairs, under sofas or above high cabinets.

**Turbo Action Brush**
- Clean dust, hair and debris everywhere.

**Jet Cyclone**
- Keeps your filter clean by preventing buildup of debris.\(^2\)

Features

- Removable Battery
- Advanced Cleaning Performance (150 Air Watts)
- Lightweight Design
- Slim Turbo Action Brush
- Jet Cyclone
- 5-Layer Filtration System
- High-Capacity Dust Bin
- Digital Inverter Motor
- Flexible Charging

Accessories

- Multiple Attachments:
  - Mini Motorized Tool
  - Combination Tool
  - Long-Reach Crevice Tool

Available Color

Rose Gold

---

\(^1\) Depending on charging mode.

\(^2\) Helps maintain optimal filter performance.
Samsung Jet™ 60 Pet Cordless Stick Vacuum
VS15A6032R7

Features

**Removable Battery** – Conveniently remove battery for flexible charging and swap for a spare battery for extended cleaning.¹

**Advanced Cleaning Performance (150 Air Watts)** – Cleans hardwood, tile and carpeting.

**Lightweight Design** – Easily maneuver to vacuum stairs, under sofas or above high cabinets.

**Slim Turbo Action Brush** – Cleans hardwood, tile and carpeting.

**Jet Cyclone** – Clog-reducing Jet Cyclone technology keeps your filter clean by preventing the buildup of debris.²

**5-Layer Filtration System** – Traps 99.999%³ of microdust for cleaner air in your home.

**High-Capacity Dust Bin** – Dishwasher-safe, 0.8-liter, high-capacity dust bin collects more dirt, dust and debris.

**Digital Inverter Motor** – An energy-efficient motor cleans more effectively.

**Mini Motorized Tool** – Reduce nonliving allergens by reducing fine dust and pet hair from the tight spaces.

**Combination Tool** – Dusting and upholstery tool picks up dirt on furniture.

**Long-Reach Crevice Tool** – Reaches tight corners, crevices and other awkward areas.

**Flexible Charging** – Mount the vacuum on the wall or in a closet to maximize space.

Warranty

1-Year Warranty

**Product Dimensions & Weight (WxHxD)**

Dimensions: 9⅞” X 44¼” X 8”

Weight: 5.07 lb

**Shipping Dimensions & Weight (WxHxD)**

Dimensions: 17¾” X 31½” X 5⅜”

Weight: 11.24 lb

**Color** | **Model Code** | **UPC Code**
--- | --- | ---
Rose Gold | VS15A6032R7/AA | 887276534503

¹Second battery sold separately.
²Based on internal testing.
³Based on third-party testing by SLG, using Max mode, in accordance with the IEC62885-2 CL5.11 standard.